1.Introduction
This paper discusses the efficacy of measures adopted to check malpractices in public procurement in the Indian Railways.
Indian Railways (IR) is the world's third largest railroad network under a single administration.
It is the world's second largest railway passenger transport organization, carrying 7 billion passengers annually. It is also the world's fourth largest railway freight transport organization, IR has a very high degree of vertical integration. It manufactures about 250 electric locomotives, 250 diesel-electric locomotives and 3000 passenger coaches annually at six manufacturing units for its own use and for export. Railway workshops manufacture items such as traction motors, switch gears and control gears, cast & fabricated bogies, cast steel railroad wheels and forged axles. It owns and operates 125 hospitals with a capacity of 14,000 beds. It runs 316 schools for employees' children with enrolments of nearly 100 thousand students. IR provides accommodation to about 45 percent of its non-executive personnel and nearly all its executive personnel in 600 thousand apartments owned and maintained throughout the network. It runs mechanized laundries for cleaning bed linen provided on passenger trains and kitchens for preparing food for 9 million passengers travelling daily on long distance trains.
During the year 2009-10 the total expenses of IR was Rs.829 billion, of which expenses for procurement alone was Rs.279 billion (about USD 18 billion at current exchange rate of 1
USD=Rs.45 and a PPP correction factor of 2.9(Ministry of Finance, Government of India 2011)).
About 40 percent of the procurement expenditure was for purchase of items required for manufacturing, 30 percent for purchase of items required for repairs, operation and maintenance, 27 percent for purchase of fuel and remaining for purchase of items required for construction.
Items as diverse as rails, motors, paint, diesel, office supplies and medicines are regularly Further, the World Bank while analyzing public procurement in India has remarked regarding IR's procurement organization: "The creation of a competitively recruited class one cadre of procurement specialists in the Railways and Department of Supply in the early fifties has contributed to comparatively higher professional standards in both organizations, and needs emulation in other ministries and sectors. Creation of such cadres fosters professional growth, pride in the profession, cross-fertilization of ideas, etc. Alternatively, professionals belonging to these services should be entrusted with the procurement activity in all ministries."(World Bank
2003)
However there is no research available on the methodology of the IR's procurement process, procedures for safeguarding institutional interests or the lacunae and advantages accrued by the system adopted. This paper attempts to fill this gap, since it is worthwhile analyzing the structure, processes and mechanisms which have evolved in an organization in existence in a developing country since 1853. The research is mainly based on examination of IR's process manuals and annual reports of the Central Vigilance Commission, Central Bureau of Investigation, Comptroller & Auditor General and the Indian Railways, along with discussions with senior management personnel. This paper is organized as follows: the organizational structure, procurement organization and source selection methodology of IR are discussed in Section 2; the procurement process is discussed in Section 3; procurement oversight and regulation are discussed in Section 4; the impact of the procedures and the oversight bodies are discussed in Section 5 following by conclusions in Section 6. 
IR Organization

COS Office:
The COS at the zonal or manufacturing unit headquarters is responsible for actual procurement of items, based on indents sent by the stocking depots. The COS has to ensure that the inventory is within limits, while ensuring that there are no stock outs in the stocking depots. 
Board and DGS&D:
Local Procurement:
Procurement of low value items can be made by executives of other departments too, for which guidelines for procurement procedure and maximum limits of expenditure are specified. The functional departments can also procure stock or non-stock items of very low value directly from the market, in events of stock outs or urgency.
Source selection procedure
In order to ensure reliability, availability and safe working of railway assets, IR has been following the practice of maintaining lists of approved vendors for certain specific items. The Railway Board decides the items for which lists of approved vendors are to be maintained, as 
Procurement Process
Raising of indents by stocking depots
Indents for stock items are raised by the stocking depots depending on the type of inventory control applied for the particular stock item. Two types of inventory control are used on IR: (a)
Reorder point method and (b) Fixed interval procurement method. In the reorder point method, indents are generated by the stocking depot whenever the inventory level falls to a certain minimum level or the reorder point. In the fixed interval procurement, indents are sent at periodic intervals for covering the demand over a 12 month period.
Tendering Process
Indents received from the stocking depots are scrutinized and compiled at the COS office. In case the indents are required to be sent to other agencies for procurement, the indents are sent to the accounts department for allocation of funds from the budget of the zone before sending them to the central agencies.
Type of Tendering:
In case the procurement is to be done by the COS office, decision has to taken about the type of tendering process to be adopted. invited from one firm only. It is used when a specific item has to be procured from a specific firm only; for example, spares for particular machinery will be required to be procured from the OEM only.
The Process
Tender notices, which are invariably advertised, include information about the specifications and quantity of items under procurement, place(s) of delivery, location of sale of tender documents and receipt of completed tenders, time of closing of bid acceptance and opening of bids.
The tenders are opened jointly by COS office and accounts department representatives, in presence of the bidders. While opening the bids, the officials are required to announce the offers received and circle the offers on the bid documents. All instances of over-writing, erasing or blank spaces in the tender documents are required to be circled, numbered and recorded by both officials during the opening of tender documents.
A comparative statement of offers, conditions and deviations for all bids is prepared by the COS office. The statement is then checked by the accounts department before being sent to the Tender Committee set up for consideration of tender offers. The user department might also be asked to evaluate the technical suitability of the offers received for the Tender Committee.
A Tender Committee comprising representatives from the stores, accounts and user department has to be constituted for evaluation of tenders valued above Rs.1 million. The Tender Committee evaluates the offers and submits its written recommendations (with reasons) to the accepting authority. The rank of tender committee members and accepting authority for different tender values is given in Table 2 . The accepting authority is usually an executive of the COS office; the GM is the accepting authority for tender values exceeding Rs.150 million. The accepting authority has the authority to accept, modify or reject the recommendations of the Tender Committee; reasons for not accepting the recommendations of the Tender Committee must be recorded by the accepting authority. by IR for carrying out such inspections. The vendor usually dispatches the supplies after inspection through railway transport. The vendor then applies for 95% of total payment along with proof of dispatch.
Receipt & Payment
The consignee stocking depot on receipt of the supplies, will intimate the COS office and accounts personnel designated to make payment in a standard form, the date of supply, along with details of quantities received, rejected or accepted. While making the final payment, accounts department checks whether the purchase order has been placed by a competent authority (in terms of financial powers granted), whether purchased items are not required to be purchased by the DGS&D or Railway Board, whether the accepted rates for purchase order are not in large variance with rates of earlier purchase orders for same item and whether the purchase orders and receipt notes exhibit any evidence of tampering (such as over writing, defacement or erasure).
3.4
It is seen that multiple agencies are involved in the procurement process: the indenting unit, the COS office, the user department, the accounts department, RDSO, RITES and DGS&D.
It is also observed that the IR accounts department maintains oversight on procurement issues through financial scrutiny of all procurement proposals, participation in the tender process and payment. The associated accounts department also conducts regular checks on stocking depot to verify whether the physical inventory matches that in the records.
The accounts department of IR is uniquely positioned for this role of oversight, since it is different from the other functional departments. The role of the accounts department is to protect the financial interests of the Government of India; the objective being to "secure maximum efficiency in railway operations at the minimum cost, without unduly sacrificing one for the IR is also required to ensure that officials are not allowed to continue in such locations and positions beyond certain tenure (say three years). 
CVC procurement guidelines
Impact of Procedures and oversight bodies
The Since procurements require administrative approvals at higher levels, as well as necessary budget allocations such manipulations are not possible to be done by the level executing the procurement process.
In case, such manipulations are done by the executing levels at the behest of higher levels in the hierarchy there are a number of safeguards built into the system: 1. Stores and Accounts Departments need to be convinced. Functional departments cannot exert undue influence on the Stores and Accounts Departments, unless they can convince them that the item is required either urgently or will improve efficiency or is economical in some way. The explanation given by the Functional Department can be subjected to scrutiny by the CVC or CAG. 2. Stores and Accounts Departments might be "ordered" to procure through intervention of an authority higher up in the echelon (say the GM or Railway Board). However such an order can be issued only after recording reasons thereof; such reasons can be subject to scrutiny by the CVC or CAG. Any scrutiny by CAG or CVC can result in recommendations for disciplinary proceedings against the official, irrespective of rank in the hierarchy. While IR retains the right to disagree with any such recommendations, such cases of disagreement are brought to the notice of the Parliament which is the highest constitutional body in the country. Preparation phase/ process design & bid documents preparation a. bidding documents or terms of reference designed to favor a particular provider b. un-necessary complexity of bidding documents used to create confusion to hide corrupt behavior and make monitoring difficult
The safeguards discussed in "needs assessment" phase will be applicable in this phase in respect to items a and b.
Further Railway Board has formulated the Standard Conditions of Contract (SCC) which must be adhered to by all units of IR for procurements. Deviations from SCC will require approval from the Accounts and Legal Departments. Deviation from Standard Conditions of Contract will also immediately attract the attention of CAG and CVC, in terms of assessing its necessity and impact. Contractor selection and award phase a. decision makers are biased (bribes, kickbacks or conflicts of interest involved) b. Selection criteria are subjective in ways that allow biases to play a role and remain unattended. c. An advantage to a particular bidder is granted through the exchange of confidential information before bid submission or during the clarification period. Clarifications are not shared with all the bidders. d. Confidentiality is abused and extended beyond legally protected information making monitoring and control difficult. e. The grounds for the selection of the winner are not made public (transparency of bid evaluation).
To obviate item (a), a Tender Committee is formed with representatives from the Stores, Accounts and user departments. It is highly unlikely that all three representatives will become biased together. If any member of the Tender Committee disagrees with the other two members, the member usually records the disagreement (and its reasons) as a dissent note. Further the decision of the Tender Committee is not final-the accepting authority is free to accept, reject or modify the recommendations of the Tender Committee. Tender Committee minutes are subject to scrutiny of CVC and CAG.
In regard to items (b) and (e), the selection criteria is discussed and recorded in the Minutes of the Tender Committee, which forms part of the Tender Committee proceedings. These Minutes may be subjected to vigilance or audit scrutiny at a later date.
There is no direct mechanism for prevention of abuses listed in items (c) and (d Purchase Orders are issued by the COS Office after Tender Committee's recommendations are considered by the tender accepting authority. The inspection of the material is usually done by a third party (other than Stores or User department). The material is received and stocked by the Stores Department; during the process of receipt, the Stores Department can inspect and reject the material if it does not conform to specifications (in the opinion of the Stores Department). The user department can also reject the material while receiving it from the Stores Department if it feels that the material does not conform to specifications. Thus there are checks at every phase to ensure that defective material is not supplied by the contractor in a situation described in item (a).
The situation described in items (b), (c) and (f) does not arise since the COS office can only change the purchase order once issued. Such changes are usually in regard to extension of delivery period or changing the quantity ordered (if the original purchase order contained provisions for such changes). Revised purchase orders are issued only after approval of the Accounts Department, which is required to check the original tender documents to ensure that such changes do not vitiate the bidding process; for example if a particular bidder has been selected on basis of early delivery, extension of delivery period will not be granted. Price increases are allowed only in Purchase Orders having price variation clauses, wherein the whole or part of the price is tied to a price index. No other changes to purchase orders are allowed.
Situations described in items (d) and (e) could arise if the contractor claims to have sent to material by railway transport but the material is actually not received by the Stores Department. Since the documents of proof of dispatch by railway transport are issued by the Commercial Department, such instances will be taken up for investigation by the Stores Department. In case part payment had been made to the contractor on basis of documents of proof of dispatch, the Accounts Department will also investigate the issue. Such investigations are also likely to invite attention of CVC and CAG.
It might appear that the proper functioning of the procurement system relies to a very large extent only on continual oversight by IR's vigilance department, CVC, CBI and CAG and their Committees enforces and guides the sense of public accountability amongst its executives. The constitutional and statutory safeguards built into the offices of CAG and CVC, together with an independent judiciary, ensure their functioning without them being unduly influenced or coerced.
The CBI, CVC, IR vigilance department and the CAG's organization combined have less than 10 thousand employees; on the other hand the IR's Stores Department alone has over 30 thousand employees. However, in spite of being grossly out numbered these oversight bodies are able to exercise some degree of control through the element of uncertainty; no one knows which purchase order will be taken up for intensive scrutiny by these oversight agencies. In game theoretic parlance, these can be termed as outguessing games, where both parties know the key to winning is to hide, never trust and always strive to deceive. If a person is habitually corrupt, the person will definitely come under the scanner of any of the oversight agencies. However if there is also an uncertainty in the corrupt behavior of the person, there is a likelihood that the person may never be apprehended.
Conclusion
CVC defines that transparency, fairness, value for money, quality and time should be the key watchwords for public procurements. The cardinal objectives of public procurement processes, 
